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EIT Urban Mobility 
Accelerator
The EIT Urban Mobility Accelerator is a 
EU-funded programme in five European 
regional hubs implemented through 
partners to take early-stage mobility 
startups to the next level. 
They support early-stage startup-teams with 
business ideas that reduce congestion and increase 
efficiency in the transport system. With innovative 
approaches to make commuting faster or more en-
joyable. With concepts to accelerate the transition to 
low- or zero-emission forms of transport – and with 
all other possible ideas that help to solve mobility-
related problems.

In the six-month programme of batch #2, EIT Urban 
Mobility supports 25 teams in five regional hubs 
with 23 regional partners. Together they provide 
financial support, mentoring, coaching, workshops, 
office space, access to local ecosystems and 
infrastructure, and a lot more to help the young 
companies enter the market and make our lives 
easier and happier.



Innovation Hub  
West

Innovation Hub  
South

Innovation Hub  
Central

Our Innovation Hubs 
throughout Europe
EIT Urban Mobility has five Innovation 
Hubs across Europe, its headquarters 
are in Barcelona, Spain.  
We encourage institutions and cities from other 
countries to join this European initiative for  
transforming urban mobility.

Existing ecosystem and 
living labs for innovative 
mobility solutions. Focus 
on problems of large and 
congested cities.

Programme for startups 
based in Austria, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Croatia, Germany 
(South/West), Italy, Liechten-
stein, Montenegro, Slovenia, 
Switzerland and Turkey. 
Munich is our headquarters of 
Innovation Hub Central.

Highly innovative and 
unique partner com-
position, committed 
to a holistic approach 
encompassing research, 
education and business.

Programme designed for 
startups based in Albania, 
Armenia, Cyprus, France 
(South), Italy, Kosovo, Malta, 
North Macedonia, Portugal 
and Spain. Barcelona is our 
headquarters of Innovation 
Hub South.

An environment with 
fully operational hybrid 
test beds and living labs 
for Dynamic Traffic Ma-
nagement, C-ITS, MaaS, 
automated driving and 
smart city solutions.

Programme designed for star-
tups based in Belgium, France 
(North), Ireland, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, United Kingdom. 
Helmond is our headquarters 
of Innovation Hub West.

Innovation Hub  
East

Reshaping individual 
mobility and  
improving quality of life.

Programme designed for 
startups based in Armenia, 
Bulgaria, Georgia, Germany 
(East), Hungary, Israel, Mol-
dova, Poland, Romania, Serbia, 
Slovakia and Ukraine. Prague is 
our headquarters of Innovation 
Hub East.

Innovation Hub  
North

Connected and green 
transport.

Programme designed for 
startups based in Denmark, 
Estonia, Faroe Islands, Finland, 
Germany (North), Iceland, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, 
Poland (North) and Sweden. 
Copenhague is our headquar-
ters of Innovation Hub North.
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Hub Central

www.awakemobility.de

AWAKE Mobility
AWAKE Mobility helps city bus 
operators to prevent breakdowns and 
to optimize maintenance processes.

Mission
Our mission is to create a world of undisturbed 
transportation. We waste so much lifetime because 
of delays through technical problems within public 
transportation. More reliable vehicles lead to happier 
passengers and stronger economies.

Capital requirement
EUR 250,000 - 750,000

Use of the funds
Personnel costs and product development

Looking for
Access to potential customers, partners, 
mentors and investors

Highlights
We have won two pilot customers who will co-create the user journey and features with us. 
Furthermore we get access to their buses in order to collect the data and build machine learning 
algorithms based on it.

Technology Field: IoT and Machine Learning

Team  Daniel Tyoschitz  |  Daniel Sattel  |  Houssem Braham Contact  Daniel Tyoschitz  |  Email  daniel.tyoschitz@awakemobility.de  |  Phone  +49 152 56 30 15 88

Problem solved
Right now bus operators don‘t have any real time 
data about the health status of their vehicles. We 
create digital twins of all vehicles and predict future 
technical problems in order to improve maintenance 
processes.

Competition
We shape a completely new market and pave the 
way for a new generation of telematics. In the past 
companies had access to basic telematics data. With 
AWAKE Mobility they get more information and 
insights through our core competency: data analysis.

Market
We target city bus operators with a fleet size of 
>100 buses.

Business Model
B2B



Hub Central

www.blinklastmile.com

Blink Last Mile
Sustainable same-day delivery and  
fulfilment service for direct-to- 
consumer brands

Mission
Our mission is to empower online merchants who 
are not Amazon to provide a great delivery experi-
ence to their customers and not having to deal with 
the complexity of the physical part of their business.

Capital requirement
> EUR 750,000

Use of the funds
Investments in warehouses,  
expanding engineering team

Looking for
Introductions to potential customers and partners. 
Advice on fundraising. Structuring the sales process. 
Increase PR reach

Highlights
We run a pilot for the fulfilment part of our business and we are in the process of launching it for all  
customers. Got into 2 accelerator program (+EIT) and we are in the process of flipping our company  
to the US.

Technology Field: AI - Route Optimization

Team  Giulio Cantoro  |  Jacopo Berlusconi  |  Marco Turetta  |  Marco Boretto Contact  Giulio Cantoro  |  Email  giulio.cantoro@blinklastmile.com  |  Phone  +39 34 01 43 36 71

Problem solved
We takle urban logistics related problems in cities 
(usually it accounts for 30% of particulate and NOx 
emission and 30% of traffic)

Competition
Out competitors are express couriers like DHL, urban 
delivery startups like ziticity, stuart, partially Glovo. 
In italy Milkman, PonyU, Glovo are the most relevant 
examples

Market
We target direct-to-consumer brands or companies 
involved in their supply chian (express couriers, 
fulfillment centres). We onboard also on-demand 
startups and mom and pop stores at the moment 
for increasing volumes.

Business Model
B2B2C



Hub Central

www.thebluedot.co

Bluedot
We provide charging station owners 
with state of the art tools to manage. 
Engage EV drivers, reduce downtime 
and earn revenue from your charging.

Mission
Bluedot‘s mission is to become the go-tool enga-
gement tool for EV charging station operators and 
our aim is to transform transportation by getting 
everyone behind the wheel of an EV.

Capital requirement
> EUR 750,000

Use of the funds
We will spend our initial investment mainly to grow 
our developer team and marketing cost to expand 
our market in Europe which we already start wor-
king on increase the usage of product as well as the 
improve and extend our product capabilities.

Looking for
Partnership with property tech companies, reaching 
potential customers in Germany (properties, shopping 
malls, retails) and start our operations in there so 
we‘ll assist a lot about the legal issues. Also we would 
love to meet with companies in EV-charging area.

Highlights
We have our first pilot with İstanbul Municipality. We are the winner of Audi Innovation Award 2020, 
BP Net Zero Awards, Betapitch Global, Women4Climate Lisboa 2020.

Technology Field: IoT and Smart Charging

Team  Ferhat Babacan  |  Selinay Parlak  |  Furkan Yalcin Contact  Ferhat Babacan  |  Email  ferhat@thebluedot.co

Problem solved
The gap and lack of engagement between charging 
stations and EV-owners. Bluedot is working to solve 
the scalability challenges for the electric vehicle 
(EV) charger market - which will in turn further the 
growth of EVs more broadly.

Competition
There are similar approaches in the EV-charging 
management tools namely Optimile, Ampup, Go-
tou, Chargelab.

Market
We target businesses, organizations, properties 
with a parking lot that can offer charging stations in 
Germany, France and Portugal.

Business Model
B2C



Hub Central

www.moovster.com

Moovster
A new mobility platform & multisided 
marketplace for city dwellers, cities 
& companies to solve urban mobility 
together

Mission
We make mobility in cities more sustainable and 
rewarding by creating a win-win-win situation for 
cities, city dwellers and companies. A flexible mobi-
lity budget, e.g. from the employer, or as a privately 
booked mobility package, enables the use of all exis-
ting mobility services as a real alternative to owning 
a car/company car. Sustainable mobility decisions 
are rewarded similar to Miles & More.

Capital requirement
> EUR 750,000

Use of the funds
Personnel costs to accelerate sales, marketing, 
further product development and service operations.

Looking for
B2B Customers. Partnerships with public and 
private transport operators as well as collaboration 
with public institutions and cities. Contacts to brand 
partners/ brand partner networks.

Highlights
After less than 2 years after founding the company we can count already 2 Dax 30 corporates (e.g. BMW) 
and other big size companies (e.g. Universitätsmedizin Mainz) to our paying customers with long-term 
contracts. The first city deal is ahead.

Technology Field: MaaS, Sustainable Mobility, 
GreenTech, SmartCity

Team  Dr. Mario Lochmüller (CEO)  |  Tor Sorensen (CTO) Contact  Dr. Mario Lochmüller  |  Email mario@getmoovster.com  |  Phone  +49 17 05 42 16 93

Problem solved
We drive the transformation from less car owner-
ship towards more shared mobility usage: Our vision 
are cities with less cars without traffic jams, less 
CO2 and therefore better air and quality of life for 
every-one.

Competition
There is no player in the market which is combining 
mobility budgets/packages with a reward system 
for sustainable mobility behaviour so far.
Mobility Budget: Mobiko, Bonvoyo, Rydes, Skipr.
Rewards: Miles (USA)

Market
Mobility: City Dwellers (B2C); Companies and their 
Employees (B2B2C); Affiliate Brand Partners (B2B); 
Cities & Public Transport Operators (B2G)

Business Model
B2B2C



Hub Central

www.securaxis.com

Securaxis
Securaxis turns sounds into actionable 
insights for monitoring and exploitation 
of traffic noise.

Mission
Securaxis turns sound into actionable insights 
for monitoring and exploitation of urban sound 
to improve cities’ operations while saving money 
and to answer citizens’ worries about privacy and 
sustainability.

Capital requirement
> EUR 750,000

Use of the funds
Personel costs for Business Developers, COO and 
data scientists.  

Looking for
We joint the EIT Urban Mobility accelerator for  
funding and partners/clients.

Highlights
We won the BIC of CERN 20219 award. We closed a seed tour. Our solution is running in various  
European cities such as Paris (FR), Oulu (FI), Geneva (CH), Luxemburg (LX), London (UK). 

Technology Field: Mobility, Sustainability, SaaS,  
Smart City

Team  Glenn Meleder (CEO)  |  Gaetan Vannay (Chief of staff) Contact  Gaetan Vannay  |  Email  gvannay@securaxis.com  |  Phone  +41 7 97 77 03 41

Problem solved
80 % of noise in a city is related to road traffic with 
an impact on the health of citizens and at cost of 
70Bn € for the EU in 2020 only. There is a need to 
better montor and understand it. We monitor traffic 
and traffic noise in real time helping for better urban 
and infrastructure planning, road predictive mainte-
nance and traffic monitoring.

Competition
Our main competitors are munisense, nemo and 
bruitparif. 

Market
We target OEMs (Original Equipments Manfactur-
ers) and systems integrators active with cities and 
mobility. 

Business Model
B2B



Hub North

www.thegordian.io

Gordian Logistics 
Optimization Systems AB
Easy-to-use, effective, and interactive 
tools to plan and optimize for 
sustainable mobility.

Mission
The mission of Gordian is to make transport plan-
ning easy and effective by untangling millions of 
movement traces.

Capital requirement
EUR 250,000 - 750,000

Use of the funds
Personal costs, data and computing resources

Looking for
We joint the EIT Urban Mobility accelerator for (1) ex-
posure, network, and insights; (2) strategic partners 
(automotive, energy, transport / logistics, transport 
administration / governments / municipalities/ cities) 
and (3) funding.

Highlights
We receive our first investment offer from KTH Holding. Signed a NDA with a major vehicle manufacturer 
to find a common business approach to integrate service offerings between the companies. 
Participated in a number of startup programs.

Technology Field: Mobility analytics, artificial 
intelligence, decision support

Team  Gyözö Gidofalvi  |  Jesper Provoost  |  Ehsan Saqib Contact  Gyözö Gidofalvi    |  Email  gyozo@thegordian.io  |  Phone  +46 7 63 39 26 92

Problem solved
Transport is inefficient today. While movement 
traces accurately capture transport demand and 
operations, current planning tools cannot deal with 
the complexity and size of this data and revert to 
simple analytics that yield suboptimal planning.

Competition
Our competitors are companies that provide soft-
ware or consultancy for logistics optimization and 
transport planning: IBM, Caliper (TransCAD), ESRI, 
Transdev, Tata Consultancy Services, AECOM, WSP, 
Airmee.

Market
Transport and energy sector stakeholders: vehicles 
manufacturers, charging equipment manufacturers, 
power grid companies, transport planning autho-
rities / companies, mobility and logistics service 
operators.

Business Model
B2B



Hub North

www.innobrain.se

InnoBrain
Human Monitoring System for safe 
implementation of tele-operated 
vehicles in the society!

Mission
Our mission is to facilitate a safe and user-accepted 
transition toward fully autonomous mobility. 
Literally, InnoBrain is providing a human monitoring 
system to track the cognitive state of tele-operator 
drivers during the operation and predict safety-criti-
cal situations. Furthermore, using the same platform 
the emotional state of passengers and users toward 
autonomous vehicles can be evaluated.

Capital requirement
EUR 250,000 - 750,000

Use of the funds
The major part of the fund will be dedicated to the 
product development, data acquisition and personal 
costs.

Looking for
We are looking for networking and building partner-
ship within autonomous mobility and transportation 
sectors including both corporates and government 
sides. We are also looking for funding as well as IP 
support.

Highlights
SKAPA Innovation prize in the memory of Alfred Nobel (Sweden‘s larget Innovation prize in Stockholm 
County) / The finalist of the Stockholm Innovation Scholarship 2020 / A recognized member of the 
European AI landscape / Member of NVIDIA‘s Inception Program by . 

Technology Field: Automotive & Autonomous Mobility

Team  Mohammad Davari, PhD (CEO)  |  Parivash Purabbasi, MSc (CTO)  |  Masih Davari, MSc (CPO) Contact  Mohammad Davari  |  Email  mohammad.davari@innobrain.se  |  Phone  +46 7 64 28 65 52

Problem solved
We tackle two of the main challenges which are 
happening in the transition toward fully autono-
mous mobility; 1) safety evaluation of teleoperated 
vehicles from human monitoring perspective, 2) 
evaluating the user acceptance of autonomous 
vehicles.

Competition
Our main competition is the players within Driver 
Monitoring System (DMS) and Human-Machine 
Interaction (HMI) areas while they are looking for the 
same purpose but having different approaches and 
technologies compared to InnoBrain.

Market
Our target markets include the combined global 
semi-autonomous truck & autonomous vehicle, and 
Fleet Management, markets with a respective size 
of $73 B with a CAGR of 39.47%, and $15 B with a 
CAGR of 20%, over the forecast period 2020-2026. 
Added into that is the Autonomous Vehicle Insu-
rance market which in the future could generate at 
least $81 B in new insurance revenues.

Business Model
B2B



Hub North

www.peregrine.ai

Peregrine Technologies
We empower commercial fleets and 
mobility services to operate safely and 
efficiently

Mission
We are providing video analytics solutions to build a 
mobility ecosystem with zero accidents, zero emis-
sions and zero barriers. Today, as transportation 
services for people and goods are growing we face 
roads that have continued to become more con-
gested and dangerous - especially for cyclists and 
pedestrians - and emissions are at an all-time high.

Capital requirement
N.A.

Use of the funds
Product Development & Testing
Sales & Marketing
Operations

Looking for
The opportunity to meet different organizations and 
stakeholders involved in urban mobility innovation 
and to support pilot projects with our technology.

Highlights
Recently raised Seed Round, Winner of multiple awards in mobility and insurance sectors.

Technology Field: Smart Mobility

Team  Dr. Steffen Heinrich (CEO)  |  Dr. Naja von Schmude (CTO)  |  Jorit Schmelzle (CPO) Contact  Dr. Steffen Heinrich  |  Email steffen@peregrine.ai  |  Phone  +49 3 04 03 68 45 60

Problem solved
With Peregrine, fleet operators can manage their 
daily traffic risks within minutes, simplifying the 
coaching of drivers and reducing high-risk events. 
Advanced analytics enable informed decisions and 
planning of smarter, sustainable infrastructure.

Competition
Our main competitors are Zendrive, Samsara and 
Nauto.

Market
Peregrine turns miles driven by commercial fleet 
operators into meaningful information. The vehicle 
data is relevant in the spaces of insurance, automo-
tive and geolocation services for cities.

Business Model
Our model is based on two data types: First, custo-
mers pay subscriptions gaining car-centric infor-
mation on our fleet intelligence platform. Second, 
scene-centric data for i.a. automotive & smart city 
applications generate revenue from data packages.



Hub North

www.skipit.cc

Skipit
We allow everyone to travel like a local 
in a new city.

Mission
We are on a mission to „allow everyone to travel like 
a local“.

With 70 % of Global emissions coming from our 
cities we aim to ensure sustainable transport modes 
are easily accessible to all. We support the 116 
million tourists and travellers who visit Europe‘s 18 
biggest cities every year.

To make this a realisation we partner with city public 
transport organisations, destination offices and local 
businesses.

Capital requirement
N.A.

Use of the funds
N.A.

Looking for
We are looking for network within public transport 
networks, destination offices, municipalities and 
local businesses across Europe‘s biggest cities.

Highlights
We have agreements with Helsinki public transport network and in close dialogue with the coming 
8 markets across Europe. We expect to launch in April 2021. We have received support from numerous 
start up programmes and a couple of angel investors so far.

Technology Field: Urban mobility

Team  Maria Dilling Ellken (Head of Partnerships)  |  Conor Clancy (CEO) Contact  Maria Dilling Ellken  |  Email  maria@skipit.cc

Problem solved
Public transport networks are naturally focused on 
domestic citizens. They have very little mandate and 
or budget to help tourists and travellers use their 
infrastructure. This results in our target group often 
choosing private modes of transport.

Competition
Our competition includes some big players including 
Whim, Citymapper and Googlemaps. They offer 
journey planning services across various cities and 
also the opportunity to buy, though with a focus on 
subscription models.

Market
Our market is the 116 million travellers and tourists 
who visit 18 of Europe‘s biggest cities every year. 
This number is set to double by 2030. They spend 
€15.64 billion on passenger transport alone in these 
cities.

Business Model
Our business model is revolved around both com-
mission from ticket sales and also a „€1 top up fee“.



Hub North

www.teleportmobility.eu

Teleport Mobility 
Open standard swappable batteries 
for micromobility

Mission
A dense network of charging stations for an open 
standard battery will address key problems within 
micromobility such as CO2 emissions, range anxiety, 
2nd hand vehicle value – just to mention a few.

Capital requirement
N.A.

Use of the funds
Estabilshing chargeing networks in key cities.

Looking for
Introduction to key decision makers and establishing 
best practices.

Highlights
Talking to other companies in similar stage.

Technology Field: Batteries for Micromobility

Team  Simon Fellin  |  Gunnar Frojdh  |  Mattias Rosengren  |  Mikael Rapp Contact  Simon Fellin  |  Email  simon.fellin@teleportmobility.eu

Problem solved
Lower operating costs for operators, lower 
CO2 emissions.

Competition
Proprietary battery solutions.

Market
Micro mobility and power network infrastructure.

Business Model
License fees and battery management fees.



Hub South

www.biapower.io

BIA Power Inc.
We optimize and simplify electric 
vehicle charging for the cheapest and 
greenest charge, smoothest loads, and 
lowest battery degradation.

Mission
We have developed a platform featuring high per-
forming forecasting algorithms and a powerful opti-
mization engine to intelligently predict and optimize 
flexibility in EV charging.  

Capital requirement
EUR 250,000 - 750,000

Use of the funds
Maintaining and growing our development team to 
keep adding new features to the platform
Creating a sales team to scale our commercial 
deployments.

Looking for
- Funding
- Partnerships
- Potential customers
- Cities

Highlights
Acciona ImNovation, AWS Startup Architecture 2020, Rockstart, Ship2B

Technology Field: Energy

Team  Candace Saffery (CEO)  |  Gines Espada (Head of Software)  |  Roby Moyano (Head of Power Systems) Contact  Roby Moyano  |  Email  roby@biapower.io  |  Phone  +34 6 79 89 85 75

Problem solved
Currently, most EV operators are not equipped with 
tools to operate their charging facilities efficiently 
nor are they well prepared to manage increased 
demand for electric vehicle charging. 

Competition
Unlike most of our competitors, we are addres-
sing the current needs of our EV customers (data 
management, charging costs, peak loads, green 
charging, battery degradation), while setting up the 
foundation for providing grid services with their 
assets.

Market
We estimate our Total adressable Market at 3 billion 
euros (growing to 50 billion euros by 2030). In 2019, 
there were 5.2 million EV chargers deployed globally. 
Bia’s expected annual contract value per charge 
point is 510 EUR – derived from optimized charging 
service subscription (8 EUR/month/charger) and grid 
services revenue sharing (410 EUR/year/charger). 

Business Model
B2B



Hub South

www.muvgame.com

MUV B Corp
MUV turns safe and sustainable  
mobility into a sports game.

Mission
MUV delivers a digital service to encourage sus-
tainable and safe mobility within communities, by 
mixing together game design, data analysis and 
open innovation.
MUV is a digital game that is played in the real 
world: complex Organizations (such as Companies, 
Schools, Universities and Institutions) become 
Teams and individuals turn into Athletes. It has been 
designed to be entertaining, combining sustainabi-
lity and diverse and customizable game dynamics. 
It has been developed to be concrete, certifying the 
impacts due to the reduction of emissions with an 
ISO 14064-2 validated algorithm.

Capital requirement
EUR 250,000 - 750,000

Use of the funds
70 % Product Development
23 % Marketing
7 % Operation & Legal

Looking for
funding

Highlights
2021, ADI Design Index (Italy);    2021, EIT Mobility accelerator (€ 15k)
2020, EIT Mobility covid-19 accelerator;    2019, Better Together Award (Germany)
2018, ForumPa Award (Italy);    2017, Horizon2020 MG 4.5 (€ 3.9M)
2016, Google 30weeks;    2012, Smart City and Communities and Social Innovation (€ 1.5M)

Technology Field: Software, mobile app

Team  Francesco Massa (CEO)  |  Domenico Schillaci (CTO)  |  Roberto Filippi (Art Director) |  Salvatore Di Dio (Head of Design) Contact  Domenico Schillaci  |  Email  domenico@muvgame.com  |  Phone  +39 33 32 98 66 98

Problem solved
MUV is a sustainable mobility entertainment 
platform. Through a mobile app, MUV pushes the 
transition toward more sustainable habits, at the 
time time, through the mobility data collected, it 
supports mobility decision making and, thanks to 
an ISO 14064-2 certified method, it certifies CO2 
savings. The game is offered to organisations willing 
to promote theirselves as sustainable mobility be-
haviour change makers. Mobility data gathered and 
anonymised is released as operable open data to 
help research, civic engagement and activism.

Competition
Our main competitors are: WeCity, Ciclogreen 
AWorld, Kiri and SweatCoin. Product-wise the main 

difference is in the game experience, more complex 
and entertaining. Business model-wise we act as an 
entertainment platform.

Market
Our market, for both B2B and B2B2C, is the Green 
Corporate Social Responsibility. The European total 
addressable market is around €15 Trillions according 
to the Global Sustainable Investment Review 2018. 
Our SAM involves those European companies and 
entities interested in sustainability-based adv and 
our SOM involves our large network of previous 
clients and partners.

Business Model
B2B2C



Hub South

www.pavnext.com

Pavnext
Pavnext – promoting safer, smarter  
and more sustainable cities

Mission
Develop and deliver effective solutions to promo-
te road safety that, at the same time, promote 
sustainability at an environmental, energetic and 
economic level. We aim to turn cities safer, smarter 
and more sustainable through our innovations.

NEXT-road is a device to implement in the road 
pavement surface that is able to harvest kinetic 
energy from vehicles and convert it into electricity. 
During this energy harvesting process, it allows 
reducing the vehicles’ speed automatically, without 
affecting the ride comfort. Also, NEXT-road monitors 
traffic activity, including the number of vehicles, their 
weight and speed.

Capital requirement
EUR 250,000 - 750,000

Use of the funds
Pilot plant; Patent; Industrial development; market 
validation; distribution network creation

Looking for
Cities to test the product and implement a market 
validation process; Distribution partners; investors 
to support market entrance and growth

Highlights
Vodafone BIG Smart Cities 2017; Ideas from Europe 2017;  
Climate LaunchPad - Urban Transitions Award 2017; Prémio Inov.Ação Valorpneu 2018;  
Cleantechcamp 2019; MINI City Challenge 2019

Technology Field: Smart Cities; Mechanical  
engineering; Electrical engineering; 

Team  Francisco Duarte (CEO)  |  João Champalimaud (CFO)  |  Sílvia Soares (CCO) Contact  Francisco Duarte  |  Email  fd.pavnext@gmail.com  |  Phone  +35 19 35 05 40 27

Problem solved
Road accidents in the urban environment, involving 
the vulnerable road users

Competition
Speed bumps‘ manufacturers;  
Traffic lights manufacturers; 

Market
Municipalities; Infrastructure (roads, motorways) 
managers

Business Model
B2G



Hub South

Asim  b
advanced services in mobility

Asim  b
advanced services in mobility

Asim  b
advanced services in mobility

www.asimob.es/en

ASIMOB
With Artificial Intelligence and IoT, 
ASIMOB helps to keep roads in safe 
conditions, both for human drivers and 
future AVs.

Mission
To help keep roads in the safest possible conditions, 
ASIMOB enables a systematic, objective and com-
prehensive situation awareness regarding several 
elements of the road/street infrastructure.
ASIMOB’s system is based in IoT and AI technology. 
It regularly gathers video and data of the roads using 
the vehicles of the maintenance fleet and analyses it 
in ASIMOB‘s servers. 
ASIMOB provides maintenance teams with a tool to 
remotely monitor all signage to ensure its correct 
visibility (permanent or provisional: roadworks) and 
have a comprehensive view of the condition of the 
road surface: potholes, cracks... to enable data-
based decisions and optimised activities and budget.

Capital requirement
> EUR 750,000

Use of the funds
ASIMOB will use the funds to support technical 
developments (continue improving its AI models and 
enhancing its services), and for commercial activities 
(visits to clients, attending fairs and congresses 
related to road safety and/or technology).

Looking for
ASIMOB is currently looking for cities or mainte-
nance services companies working for cities to de-
ploy, test and enhance its services and functionality. 
Potential partners with complementary services are 
also very interesting.

Highlights
2020: Quality Innovation Award for Potential Innovation; 2020 ITS Spain Award for organizations;
Technical Paper approved for the ITS World Congress 2020 (event cancelled);
2019: MIT Enterprise Forum Best Startup Award;Global Innovation Day most disruptive startup  
(Basque Country)

Technology Field: Artificial Intelligence, IoT

Team  Ibon Arechalde (COO and president)  |  Beñat López (CTO)  |  Estibaliz Barañano (General Manager) Contact  Estibaliz Barañano  |  Email estibaliz.baranano@asimob.es  |  Phone  +34 6 56 75 09 38

Problem solved
Road infrastructure has a major role in traffic safety, 
especially in secondary roads, where most of the 
road fatalities happen. Regular road/street main-
tenance is based on visual inspections to detect 
incidences. Visual inspections rely on the memory, 
attention and opinion/perception of the person 
patrolling the streets, and leave no evidence of the 
conditions of the road.

Competition
Vaisala (Finland) and MobilEye (Israel) have similar 
tools for monitoring irregularities in the road surface.
No similar service has yet been found for traffic 
signage.

Market
ASIMOB addresses all authorities that need to en-
sure good traffic signage and road conditions in their 
network, providing their road maintenance team 
with tools for digitised and automated risk detection 
and remote monitoring.

Business Model
Other



Hub South

www.solumpv.com

SOLUM
Smart energy for smart mobility.

Mission
Solum is a smart green energy provider for micro-
mobility fleets. Thanks to its in-house developed 
technology, a solar pavement, Solum can install 
an autonomous charging station at any location 
without disturbing the urban environment.

Capital requirement
EUR 250,000 - 750,000

Use of the funds
Personnel and technical development

Looking for
- Funding to complete out Seed round
- Partnership to distribute and operate our product
- Cities to deploy our solutions.

Highlights
Project has been awarded in innovation and entrepreneurship programs like BBSC, Start4Big,  
Cleantech program, SeedRocket, Climemte-KIC, etc.

Technology Field: Solar energy

Team  Pablo Campos (CMO)  |  Carlos Rodriguez (CEO)  |  Antonio Cabrera (CTO)  |  Luis Muñoz (CPO, Chief Product Manager) Contact  Luis Muñoz  |  Email  lmunoz@solumpv.com  |  Phone  +34 6 15 18 50 66

Problem solved
Solum solution perfectly fit with micro-mobility 
vehicles, which have appeared in large metropolitan 
areas as an answer to transport and pollution chal-
lenges; especially e-scooters, which are suffering a 
frenetic expansion worldwide. However, the result of 
the lack of dock-stations  are causing great trouble 
in the cities creating sidewalks and public places 
congestions.

Competition
The competitor are other micro-mobility charging 
station manufacturers like DUCKT, KNOT or SWIFT-
MILE. However, none of the have a solar pavement 
to guarantee the energy and the sustainability of the 
mobility.

Market
The market according to Mckinsey report is expected 
to be more than 30 billions in 2030.

Business Model
B2B2C



Hub East

www.bringauto.com

BringAuto
We are working on the interconnection 
of HW and SW in transport solutions  
for the development of a remotely  
controlled, later autonomous robot.

Mission
Our mission is to make people‘s lives easier. We 
are working on a vision of last mile delivery by 
autonomous robots. We want to leave the tedious 
repetitive tasks such as driving a car to last mile 
delivery robots.

Capital requirement
EUR 250,000 - 750,000

Use of the funds
Product and software development, personal costs, 
marketing, office space

Looking for
In this program, we expect the opportunity to meet 
customers from the field of last mile delivery and 
city counsillors who want to realize the idea of   
smart cities. We are looking forward to meet part-
ners from start-ups with whom we can implement 
a project together. And also experts and investors 
who will help us in BringAuto further development.

Highlights
In November 2020 we tested delivery robot controlled by teleoperation at the BorsodChem MCHZ in 
Ostrava.

Technology Field: Automatization & Robotics

Team  Jan Najvarek (Founder, Technical Leader)  |  Andrea Najvarkova (Founder, Executive) Contact  Andrea Najvarkova  |  Email  andrea.najvarkova@bringauto.com  |  Phone  +42 06 05 53 85 88

Problem solved
Transport accounts for almost 30 percent of all 
EU carbon dioxide emissions, with road transport 
accounting for 72 percent. The significant part of 
road transport is the import of consignments. So we 
decided to use LMD robots running on electricity.

Competition
We have 4 main competitors - Nuro, Boxbot, Udi and 
Neolix. The advantages of our solution - the Bring-
Auto robot‘s boxes can be customized according to 
the customer‘s needs.

Market
We target last mile delivery companies that want to 
reduce costs and operate more socially responsibly. 
And also to city councilors who think ecologically 
and want to improve the quality of life of people in 
cities.

Business Model
B2B2C



Hub East

www.dashbike.de

Dashfactory GmbH
Dashbike is a B2C-product that collects 
infrastructure urban data for B2B & 
B2G data platform Dashtrack to digitze 
(cycling) infrastructure planning.

Mission
Dashfactory‘s vision is to make cycling safer and 
more attractive while improving cycling infrastruc-
ture. With a long-awaited, special bicycle dashcam 
including a multitude of sensors, cycling traffic data 
can be recorded permanently, real-time and in the 
required quantity for the first time in order to impro-
ve the infrastructure in a targeted and effective way. 
This technology can be adapted.

Capital requirement
N.A.

Use of the funds
Personnel costs, purchasing of products, marketing 
and platform expansion.

Looking for
Partnership with cities, wholesaler, sales and distri-
bution partner, experts in data business and urban 
data.

Highlights
We are the winner of Best of Mitteldeutschland and many other Competitions and Prices.  
We were part of many international accelerators and have successfully made our Seed-Investment, 
second VC-Investment. We have big partners and first customers.

Technology Field: Smart City

Team  Lelia König (Co-founder)  |  Aaron Beck (CMO)  |  Joachim Fritz (CTO)  |  Sandro Beck (Co-founder) Contact  Lelia König  |  Email  lelia.koenig@dashfactory.de  |  Phone  +49 176 44 26 66 03

Problem solved
The increasing number of cyclists is massively 
overloading the existing traffic infrastructure. As a 
result, bicycle accidents occur more frequently. Over 
90% of the cyclists feel unsafe in road traffic and the 
number of accidents is rising rapidly.

Competition
There is no comparable product. There are only 
small, local and statistical projects to collect cycling 
data, but they always fail due to the lack of dissemi-
nation and use. Moreover, they do not measure to 
the same extent as Dashbike. Dashcams such as Cy-

cliq are not legal in Germany, a car dashcam cannot 
be used on a bicycle, and also has neither lighting 
nor protection against environmental influences.

Market
With Dashbike we primarily address the B2C market 
of the cyclists, consisting of everyday cyclists and 
cycling athletes. With Dashtrack as a unique data 
platform, we address B2G and B2B like cities, urban 
planning offices and insurances.

Business Model
B2B2C



Hub East

www.fs-e.pl

FSE
FSE creates innovative solutions for 
light electric delivery vehicles.

Mission
FSE develops technologies conducive to the envi-
ronment to reduce the emission of air pollutants in 
urban agglomerations.

Capital requirement
N.A.

Use of the funds
Start commercialisation (Produce demo fleet; Set up 
sales structure) Roll out and development Sales & 
Marketing (Product development)

Looking for
- Partnerships & Patronage
- Credibility
- Networking
- Door opening possibilities

Highlights
FSE has developed three different sized electric Light Commercial Vehicle Protopypes.  
We dominate technology and are ready to go to market.

Technology Field: Electric Commercial Vehicle

Team  Rafał Olejnik (Director of Business Development) Contact  Justyna Dwornik  |  Email  jdwornik@fs-e.pl  |  Phone  +48 3 38 13 04 25

Problem solved
Reduce the emission in urban agglomerations.

Competition
New comers in e-mobility business.

Market
- Municipal authorities 
- Local governments
- Municipal enterprises

Business Model
B2B



Hub East

www.smarttrass.com/qlx

QLX
Realtime planning, validation  
and involvement.

Mission
We make state of the art gaming technology 
available to real planning projects of infrastructure 
to improve the planning quality, significantly speed 
up the planning process and take the experience of 
people‘s involvement to a new level.

Capital requirement
N.A.

Use of the funds
Staff, Office Space, Product development

Looking for
- International Expert Partnerships
- Leads and Sales opportunities

Highlights
Frame Contract with German Railways (Delivering Software and Consulting).

Technology Field: Mobility & Infrastructure

Team  Ingolf Leithoff Contact  Ingolf Leithoff  |  Email  il@qlx-gmbh.de

Problem solved
Infrastructure projects suffer from very long plan-
ning periods (up to 20 years) with high effort, many 
iteration cycles, poor basis for decision-making, and 
sparse public participation. The reason for this is the 
use of outdated technologies.

Competition
Autodesk and similar software providers.

Market
We target Planning authorities, Infrastructure ope-
rators, Utility companies and Engineering consul-
tants.

Business Model
B2B



Hub East

https://met3r.com

MET3R - MeterSolutions
We develop ZenGrid for grid managers 
and utilities, a robust, standards compli-
ant transactive energy layer that unites 
residential Demand-Response pro-
grams with advanced smart charging. 

Mission
Our mission is to create the missing link between 
future transport and mobility systems by deeply 
embedding EV batteries into the management of 
smart power systems.

Capital requirement
> EUR 750,000

Use of the funds
Currently we spend on product development, 
personnel and B2B sales. After the conclusion of 
our next investment round we will increase sales on 
marketing, sales, client management and product 
development.

Looking for
We actively seek pilot partnerships with corporate 
clients (utilities, grid managers, virtual power plants), 
municipalities and fleet operators (smart charging of 
electric car and bus fleets)

Highlights
Winner of Edison 2019 (MVM Group accelerator), Grant from EIT Climate KIC

Technology Field: Energy / Smart Charging

Team  Tamas Kenessey (CEO)  |  Csaba Pesti (CTO) Contact  Tamas Kenessey  |  Email  tom@met3r.com  |  Phone  +36 3 04 88 66 35

Problem solved
Smart Charging 

Competition
Our close competitors are startups positioning 
themselves between smart charging and traditio-
nal consumer-facing demand-response programs. 
The cohort includes Dutch startup Jedlix, previous 
Free Electrons winner EV.Energy, or US based 
Fleetkarma’s nascent DR service.

Market
Utilities, Emobility Service Providers, Fleet Mana-
gers. Our geographical focus is CEE, Western Europe 
and Nordic countries.

Business Model
B2B



Hub West

www.otiv.ai

OTIV
Teaching railway vehicles in 
complex environments to drive 
autonomously.

Mission
The mission of OTIV is to increase safety, improve 
efficiency and reduce operational cost of railway 
vehicles in complex environments (both urban and 
industrial environments)

Capital requirement
> EUR 750,000

Use of the funds
Product development, consisting of HR (ML engi-
neers, software engineers) and hardware (sensors, 
etc.)

Looking for
- Pilot projects (cities, industrial players)
- Experts in urban rail
- Access to investors in mobility

Highlights
We have landed a first pilot project with NS (Dutch Railways) and ProRail to codevelop and test an 
intelligent driver assistance system.

Technology Field: Autonomous Technology for Rails

Team  Niels Van Damme (Co-founder)  |  Sam De Smet (Co-founder) Contact  Sam De Smet  |  Email  sam@otiv.ai   |  Phone  +32 4 56 05 29 76

Problem solved
We need to upgrade railway transport to reach the 
EU Green Deal goals. We at OTIV focus on impro-
ving safety, reducing operational cost and solving 
the driver shortage for railway vehicles in complex 
environments.

Competition
A lot of large railway OEMS are focusing on au-
tomating mainline („normal“) trains, and a few of 
them have started to look at our niche of trams and 
industrial trains.

Market
We target 2 markets: 
- Trams in complex urban environments 
- Trains / locomotives in industrial sites or on 
shunting yards

Business Model
B2B



Hub West

www.skialabs.com

Skialabs
We build the most flexible software for 
waste management. Optimize routes, 
mazimize recycling, and streamline 
customer services. 

Mission
Our mission is to build a user-centered, data-driven 
software for waste management. Waste manage-
ment consists of many different parts and we want 
to provide modular optimization tools for each: route 
optimization, waste stream prediction to maximize 
recycling, automated support ticket handling for 
exceptional customer service. By doing this we hope 
to become the go-to waste management software.

Capital requirement
< EUR 250,000

Use of the funds
N.A.

Looking for
We hope to partner with municipalities across 
europe, connect with other waste managers outside 
of NL, connect with experts in the waste landscape 
and learn about innovative waste management 
solutions (anything from hardware, sensors, new 
vehicles, cool recycling technologies...).

Highlights
We won the startup in residence program, our biggest client is the municipality of Amsterdam for whom 
we are replacing the most established waste collection software, we work with a startup that collects 
waste streams with EVs and recycles them.

Technology Field: Smart City

Team  Anastasia Borovykh  |  Yous van Halder  |  Christos Tzoustas   |  Konstantin Iakovlev Contact  Anastasia Borocykh  |  Email  anastasia@skialabs.com   |  Phone  +31 6 43 74 35 03

Problem solved
If a waste truck waits for even 30 seconds more at 
an address to fill in paperwork or look for the waste 
bin this can lead to immediate congestion in cities 
and huge costs for the waste company. Using our 
software routes are faster, leading to less emissi-
ons, and through our process automation less time 
is spent on customer service and planning resulting 
in significant cost savings. 

Competition
The established waste collection software is less 
tailored to flexible and dynamic operations. In addi-
tion, since we optimize the waste collection process 
using data and machine learning we are able to 
achieve more optimal and cost-efficient operations. 

Market
We target municipalities and waste collection com-
panies; the latter can be both established collectors 
as well as small innovative solutions (eg those using 
bikes, electric vehicles or boats for collection). Cur-
rently focussed on business waste.

Business Model
B2B



Hub West

www.swugo.com

swugo
A service that turns any regular bicycle 
into an e-bike for less than your 
monthly TV subscription.

Mission
We are on a mission to drive pollution out of our 
cities by electrifying active urban mobility. Our smart 
batteries, charging and connectivity solutions keep 
your wheels rolling. Day after day. Year after year.

Capital requirement
< EUR 250,000

Use of the funds
Product & service development, conmmercialization 
and capital investments

Looking for
Partner with ambitious cities in EU to accelerate 
adoption of active mobility by electrifying existing 
bicycles.

Highlights
Our first pilot successfully demonstrated our prodcut and business model with 10 paying customers. 
Swugo was awared a EUR15k grant via EIT UM Accelerator and raised more than EUR 20k in private 
funding.

Technology Field: Micromobility

Team  Samuel IJsselmuiden (Founder and CEO)  |  Jodi Kooijmann (Founder and COO) Contact  Samuel IJsselmuiden  |  Email  samuel@swugo.com   |  Phone  +31 6 52 34 09 39

Problem solved
We aim to eliminate the need for short car trips in 
dense urban centers by making electric bicycles 
accessable to all.

Competition
Traditional e-bike retailers, retail e-bike conversion 
kits and private lease companies

Market
We target bicycle and fleet owners in dense cities 
(>100k inhabitants) looking to electrify their existing 
assets.

Business Model
B2C



Hub West

www.xyzdynamics.nl

XYZ Dynamics
XYZ Dynamics is leading sustainable 
mobility with the development of the 
AxLectric. The AxLectric is a retrofit 
add-on electric powertrain for LCVs.

Mission
XYZ Dynamics‘ mission is to smoothen the energy 
transition for the commercial automotive industry. 
The push from governments to zero-emission zones 
in urban areas is getting stronger. However, the 
current OEMs are not able to provide an emission-
free solution for the market‘s needs. There is a lack 
of range and operational uptime due to long battery 
charging times.

Capital requirement
EUR 250,000 - 750,000

Use of the funds
In order to develop an iteration of the AxLectric to 
make it scalable in one year.

Looking for
Expect to get: 
- Do’s and don’ts for a start-up 
- Valuable network to get strong ambassadors 

which believe in a hybrid LCV concept as well 
- Potential clients to get valuable market data 
- Connections with vehicle OEMs in order to get 

vehicle adjustment approval

Highlights
- First hybrid LCV prototype is finished.
- First sale is made, 2nd and 3rd in the pipeline.
- XYZ Dynamics was mentioned as one of the most promising start-ups in the Netherlands in 2020.“

Technology Field: Smart Mobility / Smart City / 
Sustainability / Upcycling

Team  Alex Pap (CEO)  |  Laurens Westerdijk (COO)  |  Diego van der Horst (CTO) Contact  Alex Michael Pap  |  Email  alex.pap@xyzdynamics.nl   |  Phone  +31 6 80 07 29 99

Problem solved
XYZ Dynamics solves current electric range prob-
lems for LCVs, by providing the AxLectric to electrify 
LCVs fully with a swappable battery package or as 
an add-on to make hybrid LCVs for emission-free 
driving in urban areas.

Competition
Already existing retro-fitting companies.

Market
XYZ Dynamics addresses the market of construction 
workers and logistics companies which possess 
large LCVs like, the Mercedes Sprinter, Opel Movano, 
Renault Master, and Volkswagen Crafter.

Business Model
B2B



Hub West

https://en.qarin.nl

Qarin
Qarin is the leading Dutch mobili-
ty service provider for people with a 
limitation to travel. Powered by Qarin’s 
IT platform, Qarin enables passengers 
to travel carefree from A to B by pub-
lic transport, taking into account their 
personal mobility restrictions.

Mission
Qarin realizes tailor-made services for travelers. 
We organize if and when needed personal support 
and assistance to guide door-to-door travel so that 
passengers step into public transport with more 
confidence. We convert the total journey into our 
own MaaS app (Mobility as a Service) for people 
with a mobility disability so they can plan, book and 
pay for their journey whilst being supported and 
assisted throughout their journey.

Capital requirement
EUR 250,000 – 750,000 

Use of the funds
- European roll-out 

(Germany, Belgium, UK, France,  Spain)
- Salesforce
- Product and software development
- Marketing, promotion, lobbying to create an 

international standard and platform

Looking for
- International Expert Partnerships 

(Transport Operators or Governments)
- Leads and Sales opportunities

Highlights
In collaboration with the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management and the province of Overijs-
sel, we are conducting a pilot with the MaaS app under the name GOAN! This pilot runs until mid-2022. 
In addition, we have been a senior partner of the Dutch Railways since February 2020 and we provide the 
on and off boarding assistance at stations at 168 stations in the Netherlands.

Technology Field: Smart Mobility, Mobile App, 
Mobility as a Service 

Team  Bart Schmeink (Founder)  |  Paul Pietersen (Founder)  |  Jan Dijkmans (Founder) Contact  Bart Schmeink  |  Email  info@qarin.nl   |  Phone  +31 3 32 00 32 20

Problem solved
People with mobility disabilities experience more 
and different barriers throughout their journeys 
than people without disabilities. As a result, they are 
often dependent on special and isolated trans-
port. With our app we ensure that all people can 
participate in society and that they can use public 
transport like anyone else.

Competition
In the Netherlands we are the only company that is 
focused on the target group of people with a mobili-
ty disability in MaaS.

Market
In the Netherlands, 1 million of the 17 million inhabi-
tants can benefit from using our app.

Business Model
B2B2C (Business to Business (public transport 
operator) to Passenger)
B2G2C (Business to Government to Passenger)
B2C (Business to passenger)
C2C (passengers helping each other)


